Shearer Candles Unveils Two New Scents In Flagship Couture Collection

Shearer Candles, the longest established creator and purveyor of candles and scented
products in the UK, announces the launch of Lemon Zest and Clean Slate; two fragrance
ranges which will join Couture; their flagship scent collection.
The Lemon Zest range, presented in sunny yellows, displays “fresh, juicy lemon fragrances,
enhanced by sparkling verbena and lemongrass”. In contrast, Clean Slate, presented in cool
greys, displays “hints of lily, jasmine and white rose”.
Both ranges are available in a variety of forms, including tin candles, glass jar candles,
pillars, scent diffusers and tea lights. The firm also introduces “wax melt” versions of all 15
scents within the Couture Collection.
Lemon Zest and Clean Slate are marketed as perfect scents for Spring, alongside six other
fragrances within Couture. The two fragrance ranges are presented in premium packaging,
with soft matt glass jars and foil detailing, and carry waxes sourced from Europe certified to
the highest standard.
Commenting on the two new releases Stephanie Barnet, Shearer Candles’ Head of Product
Development said:
“We are very excited to introduce Lemon Zest and Clean Slate to our Couture range. These
scents have been a long time in the making and we’re delighted with the results. We have
every confidence that our customers will love these two new additions.”
We’re constantly monitoring trends within our marketplace in order to keep our flagship
range exciting and fresh, and variety really is key in this industry. Lemon Zest and Clean
Slate mark two of three new scents launching within Couture in 2018, so watch this space!”
Lemon Zest and Clean Slate will be available to purchase from Shearer Candles’ stores and
website, along with selected retailers across the country, from today.

-EndsShearer Candles is a leading creator and purveyor of artisan candles and scented products.
Established in 1897, we are the UK’s longest established lifestyle candle manufacturer. Working with
only the purest ingredients and inspired by our beautiful surroundings here in Scotland, our goal is to
continually exceed the expectations of our customers around the world by delivering superior quality
and exceptional choice.
The Shearer Candles portfolio currently consists of 8 scented collections and 28 unique scents.
Throughout our long history, Shearer Candles has always been family run. When the last of the
Shearers retired in 1972, the Barnet family took to the helm, and is proud to now be in our third
generation.
Today our customers include leading retailers, hotels and restaurants, not to mention the candle
lovers of all persuasions who can’t help but fall for our beautifully crafted candle collections.
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